Subject

FILM STUDIES

Member of staff to
contact if further
information required

Miss McCarthy & Mr Rhone
emccar4@coombe.org.uk
jrhone1@coombe.org.uk

Suggested films to
watch over the
summer:
If you have access to
them, these would be
excellent films to
engage with in advance
of your studies next
year.

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Some Like It Hot (1959)
One Flew Over The Cuckoo’s Nest (1979)
This is England (2006)
Shaun of The Dead (2004)
Inception (2010)
Boyhood (2015)
Pan’s Labyrinth (2006)
City of God (2002)

● The tasks below are there to help you prepare for next year. It is expected that these
will be completed in time for your first lesson in Sept (with the exception of task 4
which is optional).
● In Film Studies, we offer rewards via a point system and each task below is worth a
certain number of points. Late submissions will result in deduction of points.
TASK 1
The Film Industry
This task (if fully
completed) is worth
1000 points.
The Higher Thinking
Task is worth an extra
500 points

TASK 2
Film Promotion

Read the following article and answer the questions below. You may also
wish to conduct your own research to answer some of these questions:
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-42353545
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Who owned Fox?
Why did Fox decide to sell to Disney?
Why did Disney want to purchase 21st Century Fox?
What does the term acquisition mean?
How much did Disney pay for this acquisition?
When did the acquisition go through?
Which part of the Fox company has Disney NOT bought?
Which franchises does Disney now own because of this acquisition?
Higher Thinking: What are some of the possible positive and
negative impacts of this acquisition?

Study to the two film posters linked below and answer the
questions on the next page:
Captain Marvel
The Wolf Of Wall Street

This task (if fully
completed) is worth
2000 points.
The Higher Thinking
Task is worth an extra
1000 points

TASK 3
Film Form
This task (if fully
completed) is worth
3000 points.
The Higher Thinking
Task is worth an extra
1500 points

1. Identify the genre of each film. How does the poster
communicate the genre to the audience?
2. What messages does each poster communicate about
women and how does it do this?
3. What messages does each poster communicate about
men and how does it do this?
4. Higher Thinking: These posters are very different in what
they say about gender. Why do you think this is? Write a
paragraph to explain your thoughts and opinions.
Watch the clip linked below and answer the questions:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0WtDmbr9xyY
1. How does the director, Alfred Hitchcock, create a sense
of suspense in this clip? Consider how he uses the
following:
a. Sound
b. Camerawork
c. Performance
d. Editing
2. Higher thinking: This is one of the most iconic scenes in
movie history and made a huge impact on audiences at
the time.. Conduct some research to find out why and
write two paragraphs to explain what you have found
out.

TASK 4
(This task is optional)
Key Area: Production
This task is worth 5000
points.

Using your phone and any video editing app, tell a short story
which lasts between 2-5 minutes. Choose from one of the titles
below:
1.
2.
3.
4.

The Ghost
The Journey
The Disaster
The Game

It would be a good idea to brainstorm your ideas and plan a
script/storyboard before you start shooting. To give you an idea
of what you can achieve, here are some videos made completely
with smartphones:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fQ8XYxdnG9s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Eotwf8rGzgk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I-KrhgwtXLg
Once you have finished you can either email to Miss McCarthy
or Mr Rhone. Looking forward to seeing what you come up with!

